Railroad iron is a magician’s rod: preserving and presenting historic railroad maps through the "magic" of digitization.
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Abstract
As digitization projects have become increasingly common, museums of all sizes have fallen under the spell of putting their archival materials online. But the process involves a great deal of advanced planning, sifting through software and hardware options, and finding the scanners and staff to carry them out. Often, small to medium-sized museums lack the resources to carry out a successful digitization project on their own. This project outlines a collaboration between the author and the Railroad and Heritage Museum (RHM) in Temple, Texas. The RHM is home to a collection of late 19th- and early 20th-century railroad engineering survey maps that are often requested by researchers. The RHM had expressed interest in digitizing them and placing them online, but lacked the staff and scanners necessary to do so. Using the resources of the Riley Digitization Center at Baylor University, the author digitized 326 maps and placed them online using Flickr (a digital asset management solution) and Pachyderm (a Flash-based Web site authoring software created for use by museums). This project details the steps involved in that process, as well as some recommendations for museums of modest size that seek to create their own online presence with limited resources.
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“started.” — On A Slow Train Through Arkansas, Thomas W. Jackson, 1903. A conductor on the Chicago & Alton Railroad is reported as having forbidden honeymoon “billing and cooing.” Observing a bridegroom’s arm out of place he forbade further demonstrations. “But I have a right to hug her,” said John. The Magical Revolution of the Reincarnated Princess and the Genius Young Lady. Chapter 4. The Villainess’ Slow Prison Life Began With Her Broken Engagement. The Tyrranical Holy King Wants to Dote on the Cheating Girl, But Right Now She’s Too Obsessed with Magic!!! Chapter 1: In Danger of Expulsion. Most viewed today. The railroad was not the first institution to impose regularity on society or to draw attention to the importance of precise time keeping. For as long as merchants have set out their wares at day break and communal festivities have been celebrated, people have been in rough agreement with their neighbors as to the time of the day. The value of this tradition is more apparent than ever. Were it not for public acceptance of a single yardstick of time, social life would be unbearably chaotic. The massive daily transfers of goods, services and information would proceed in fits and starts. The very Southern Pacific Railroad: History, Map, Photos & More. The Southern Pacific was a California institution and one of the West’s most powerful railroads. Train Posters Railway Posters Rr Logo System Map Burlington Northern Railroad Photography Train Art Diesel Locomotive Train Tracks. Northern Pacific 1964 System Map. The Penn Central Transportation Company was a railroad created through the mergers of the NYC, PRR, and New Haven. It failed almost immediately. Vintage Typography Typography Letters Typography Logo Typography Design Vintage Logos Design Logos Retro Logos Graphic Design Type Design. This is the historic Milwaukee Railroad Depot in Great Falls, Montana. On the Northern Montana line. They built this one to last.